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Snowboard Deck Display Installation 

Included in the kit: 

(1) Front plate 

(1) Bottom plate 

(2) Wood screws 

(4) Bolts 

(2) Spacers 

(2) Bolt head covers 

(2) Drywall anchors 

 

Step 1: Determine Mounting Location  

Find a suitable location on your wall to mount the 

Snowboard Deck Display. We recommend mounting this 

rack into studs or a substantial surface. If you choose to 

mount into drywall, you will need to use drywall anchors.  

 

Step 2: Level Rack and Mark Mounting Holes  

Once you’ve found a suitable spot to put the rack, take the Bottom Plate and place it against the wall. Using a 

level, make sure the Bottom Plate is level and use a pencil to mark the drill holes. These holes will be your 

reference when screwing in the Wood Screws later.  

 

Step 3: Install Assembly into Wall   

Using your pencil markings as a guide, screw the assembly onto the wall using a 

power drill with Phillips bit. See the illustrations for visual reference. The back 

plate should be closest to the wall, followed by the two spaces, followed by the 

front plate. The front plate should be oriented such that the channels are on the 

bottom. The two wood screws are used to hold everything tight against the wall.    

 

Step 4: Thread Bolts into Snowboard 

Thread the provided bolts into your snowboard binding inserts. There should be 

two bolts threaded side-by-side on one end of the board and another set 

threaded on the other end. The top set of bolts are what get inserted into the wall 

rack. The bottom set act as spacers. Place the plastic bolt head covers on the 

bottom set of bolts. This will prevent the bolts from scuffing your wall.  

 

Step 5: Make Your Snowboard Float 

You are now ready to use the rack. Insert the top set 

of bolts into the circular holes of the front plate and 

let gravity pull it down into the slots. Enjoy! 

 

Horizontal Mounting 

If you plan to mount your board horizontally, then two 

Snowboard Deck Display Racks are required. 

Directions are similar to vertical mount but require 

front and back plates to be oriented horizontally.  

Tools Needed: 

-Phillips Drill/Driver 

-Pencil 

-Level (or a good eye) 


